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PRESENT STATUS OF THE DRIFT NET FISHERY AT VELLAYIL, CALICUT 
M. Sivadas 
Minicoy Research Centre of C. M. F. R. L, Minicoy 
Introduction 
The drift net fishery at Calicut is commerci-
ally important in that the quality fishes like 
seerfish and tuna are almost fully landed by this 
gear. The introduction of outboard engines and 
the consequent fishing in more deeper waters 
have resulted in noticeable changes in the overall 
catch composition. In order to understand this; 
the recent status of the fishery is studied based 
on the data for the period 1988-'89 to 1991-'92 
from Vellayil, Calicut. 
Craft and gear 
These have already been described by 
Yohannan and Balasubramanian (Mar. Fish. 
Infor. Sew. T&E Ser., No. 95, 1989). But of late, 
fibre glass coated plywood boats have become the 
main craft instead of dugout canoes and flat 
bottom plank built boats. Instead of 3-4 persons, 
most of the units are now employing only 2 
persons. 
Effort 
Fluctuation in the annual effort is shown 
in Fig. 1. The effort varied from 5114 to 7961 
with an average of 7015. After a drastic decrease 
in 1989-'90, the effort showed a steady increase 
till 1991-'92. ' 
The average monthly effort is given in 
Fig. 3. The effort varied from 46 in June to 965 
in October. Maximum effort was expended from 
October to January. 
Catch and cpue 
Annual variation in catch is given in Fig. 1. 
On an average 604.6 tonnes of fishes were landed 
of which 47.2% was comprised by tuna and 
35.7% by seerfishes. Thus these two together 
form around 83%. As could be seen from the 
figure, there was a sharp increase in the landing 
of tuna and total catch in 1988-'89 when 
compared with other years. The bulk of the 
landing in this year came from October as this 
month alone accounted for 69% of the tuna and 
48% of the total drift net catch. This was quite 
1988 
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110 
unprecedental when compared with the same 
month of other years as shown below:-
Month & year : October 
Tuna catch In tonnes 
Total catch 
The landing in 1989-'90 showed a drastic 
reduction when compared with that of 1988-'89. 
Subsequently, it increased in 1990-'91 and then 
decreased. 
Annual cpue is shown in Fig. 2. A drastic 
reduction in cpue from 1988-'89 to 1989-'90, and 
subsequently a gradual decrease till 1991-'92 
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Fig. 1. Fluctuation In the total effort, total catch and seer fish 
and tuna catch at Calicut (1988-1992). 
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was observed in the case of total catch and tuna 
catch. But in the case of seerfish, a gradual 
decrease from 1988-'89 to 1991-'92 was ob-
served. 
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Fig. 2. Catch/unit effort (cpue-kg) in the total catch and 
seerfish and tuna catch at Calicut (1988-1992). 
Seasonal variation in catch 
Fig. 3 shows the average monthly landing 
of tuna, seerfish and total catch. The peak month 
of landing of total catch and tuna was October 
whereas November formed the peak month for 
seerfish. Moreover the drift net landing is 
dominated by tuna and seerfish. In general, tuna 
dominated the catch from April to October and 
in March, and Seerfsh from November to 
February. 
Species composition 
Seerfish was represented by Scomberomorus 
commerson. 
Among tunas, 6 species occurred in the 
fishery and the overall composition is shown in 
Fig. 4. Euthynnus qffinis dominated forming 
66% followed by Awcis thazard (28%). The other 
species in the order of abundance were Thunnus 
tonggol and T. obesus 2% each, S. orientalis 1.1% 
and A. rochei 0.9%. Seasonal species composi-
tion of tuna is shown in Fig. 5. E. qffinis and 
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Fig. 3. Average monthly variation (1988-1992) in the effort, 
total catch and tuna and seerfish catch at Calicut. 
A. thazard were occurring throughout the period. 
Others were quite seasonal. Two peaks were 
observed for E. qffinis from April to June and 
November to March. July to October formed the 
peak season for A. thazard. December and 
January formed the main season for T. tonggol 
and September for T. obesus and S. orientalis. 
Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY) and Opti-
mal effort (FMSY) 
These were calculated using Schaefer model 
and is given in Fig. 6. When the data for the 
period 1988-'89 to 1991-'92 were used, no 
correlation was found. But when the data of 
1988-'89 was exculded, there was correlation. 
The failure in fitting the data of 1988-'89 may be 
due to the unusually heavy landing in that year. 
MSY and FMSY for seerfish were found to be 
238.126 and 11835 tonnes respectively and for 
tuna they were 211.96 and 8268 tonnes. When 
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Fig. 4. Overall species composition of tunas in the drift 
gillnet fishery at Calicut (1988-1992). 
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the data of seerfish and tuna were pooled, the 
combined MSY was found to be 463.394 tonnes 
and the FMSY 10504 tonnes. It could be seen 
that at combined FMSY, though the' tuna 
resource is slightly over fished, the seerfish are 
only nearing MSY. 
Fig. 5. Seasonal species composition of tunas in the drift 
gillnet fishery at Calicut (1988-1992). 
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Fig. 6. Estimated Maximum Sustainable Yled (MSY) and 
Optimal Effort (f MSY) of tunas and seerflshes at 
Calicut in the drift gillnet fishery. 
General remarks 
The study shows that the drift net fishery 
at present fully depend on tuna and seerfish as 
they together constitute about 83% of the total 
drift net landings. Yohanhan and Balasubra-
manian [op. citj have found that they form 
around 55% only based on their study of the 
fishery of the period 1981-'88. Recently there is 
considerable increase in the landings of both 
tuna and seerfish when compared with the period 
1981-'88. But the average total catch during the 
present period is less than that during 1981-'88 
which indicate that the increase in the tuna and 
seerfish landings have simultaneously affected 
adversely the other fisheries like catfish, pomfret, 
shark etc. Among tuna and seerfish the former 
remains the dominant one. These infact are the 
notable developments after the motorisatlon of 
country craft. 
As regards to the unusually heavy catch 
during 1988-'89, especially in October, it could 
be seen that the effort expended irk October was 
higher than that of the same month in other 
years, and also was more than the preceding and 
succeeding months of the same year. A perusal 
of the rainfall data shows the lowest rainfall in 
October 1988 when compared with the same 
month of other years. October being the peak 
month of tuna landing, the sudden calm 
condition following the turbulent monsoon 
would have become more conducive for intensive 
fishing as is evident from the increase in the effort 
used. 
The drastic reduction in effort during 1989-
90 was due to monsoon as during this year, the 
effect was felt intensely from April itself and 
continued till September. After 1989-'90, while 
the effort was showing a gradual increase, the 
cpue was showing a corresponding decrease. 
Neverthless, the catches did not decrease simul-
taneously except in 1991-'92. This may perhaps 
be due to yearly fluctuation. 
It could be seen that the average catch of 
both tuna and seerflsh for the period 1989-'90 to 
1991-'92 was less than the MSY. This suggests 
that there is scope for further exploitation of the 
resources without affecting them adversely. The 
combined FMSY also indicate that there is scope 
for increasing the effort. 
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AN ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF PURSE SEINE FISHERY ALONG GOA COAST 
K. K. P. Panlkkar, D. B. S. Sehara and A. Kanakkan 
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute, Cochin - 682 014 
Purse seining on an experimental basis was 
carried out first in Goa in 1957. However, it was 
successfully commercialised in 1964, with only 
two purse seiners under operation. By 1969 the 
number of purse seiners in Goa increased to 42 
and recently the number has been considerably 
increased with the result that about 225 purse 
seiners are under operation along Goa coast. 
The total marine fish landings of Goa in 
1992 was estimated at about 96,000 tonnes, of 
which the purse seine contribution was about 
70%. In this State traditional way of marine 
fishing has almost disappeared. About 96% of 
the total marine fish catch of the State was 
accounted for mechanised fishing comprising 
purse seiners and trawlers. About 3% of the 
catch was through motorised country craft and 
only 1% by non-motorised traditional sector. 
Hence, the marine fishing is becoming very much 
capital intensive. Fish is no more a gift of the 
sea. As in any other production process the 
fishing also involves a substantial production 
cost and with the increased tempo of mechani-
sation the unit cost of effort is continuously 
increasing. An economic evaluation is needed to 
find out whether this increase in fishing cost is 
compensated by increase in revenue either due 
to higher price or better catch. 
Since the marine fishery of Goa is very 
much dominated by purse seine fishery and in 
view of its high catching efficiency and increasing 
tempo of its expansion the CMFRI has taken up 
a study on the economic performance of purse 
seiners along Goa coast. 
Data base 
The data on economics of operation of purse 
seiners and socio-economic aspects have been 
collected through special surveys organised by 
CMFRI during 1991 and 1992. Catch and effort 
and other relevant data utilised for this study 
have been obtained from the data centre of 
CMFRI. 
Trend in marine fish landings viz-a-viz purse 
seine landings in the state 
Marine fish landings in Goa during the 
period 1990-'92 showed an increasing trend with 
marginal yearly fluctuations. The catch varied 
between 24.500 tonnes in 1980 and 1,20,000 
tonnes in 1989. From 1987 onwards the level 
of total landings of the State was maintained 
above 65,000 tonnes. The average annual 
landing during the period 1988-'92 was about 
90,000 tonnes which indicates a 3 fold increase 
from the average catch of 33,800 during 1980-
'84 period (Table 1). 
In 1980 the contribution of purse seiners 
in the total marine fish landings along Goa coast 
was only about 25%. The marine fish production 
of Goa recorded a continuous increase from 1980 
except a few cases of slight fluctuations, reaching 
the level of about 96,000 tonnes in 1992. In 
between an all time record catch of 1.2 lakh 
tonnes was achieved in 1989 which was mainly 
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TABLE 1. Catch, effort and total landings of purse seine units 
in Goa 
Year Total Purse seine Effort No. Purse seine 
catch catch of unit days (CPUE kg) 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
In tonnes 
(all gears) 
24490 
34498 
34041 
37688 
38505 
48850 
54401 
65677 
91168 
119866 
66505 
75623 
96333 
in tonnes 
6217 
14113 
7611 
3568 
7322 
13363 
5950 
25192 
56335 
98989 
54305 
55944 
69614 
In operation 
for P.S. 
4184 
12977 
7333 
5821 
7311 
9721 
8542 
28305 
24548 
39859 
36134 
34699 
35677 
1486 (25) 
1088 (41) 
1038 (22) 
613 (09) 
1002 (19) 
1375 (27) 
697 (11) 
890 (38) 
2295 (62) 
2483 (83) 
1503 (82) 
1612 (74) 
1950 (72) 
Note :- Figures given in brackets are percentages to the total 
catch 
due to the huge landings of oil sardine and 
mackerel throughout the west coast. The 
increase in marine fish landings of Goa was 
mainly due to the increase in purse seine 
landings which was estimated at about 6,000 
tonnes in 1980, increased to 69,000 in 1992 and 
during this period its contribution to the total 
landings of Goa increased from 25 to 72%. 
In 1980 the total effort by purse seiners was 
estimated at about 4000 unit days which 
increased to about 36,000 unit days in 1992. 
The catch per unit per day of operation was 
1.5 tonnes in 1980 and recorded about 2 tonnes 
in 1992 with wide fluctuations during this 
decade. In 1983 it was 0.6 tonnes, in 1986 about 
0.7 tonnes and the highest at 2.5 tonnes was 
recorded in 1989, the year of all time record 
landings of the State. More than 95% of the 
purse-seine catch is contributed by clupeids, 
carangids, mackerel and tuna which used to be 
caught in traditional gears (Table 2). 
Fishing cost 
The average investment for a purse seine 
unit was estimated at about Rs. 7.5 lakhs. 
Eventhough the period of study was 1991-'92, 
the level of investment was calculated on the 
basis of average net asset value of a purse seine 
TABLE 2. Specleswise marine fish landings along Goa coast 
by purse seiners 
Catch 
Cat fish 
Clupeids 
Perches 
Croakers 
Ribon fish 
Carangids 
Pomfrets 
Mackerel 
Seerflsh 
Tunnies 
Crustaceans 
Miscellaneous 
Total 
1991 
(tonnes) 
495 
30935 
— 
21 
— 
18348 
94 
2925 
73 
1624 
1081 
348 
55944 
1992 
— 
25891 
8 
221 
7 
31784 
122 
7673 
128 
2721 
534 
525 
69614 
unit. Most of the craft are 46 footers and the 
engines are mostly with 125 HP. 
For the purpose of analysing the fishing 
cost the costs incurred during 1991 and '92 have 
been separately calculated and the entire costs 
have .been given under two classifications viz. the 
annual average operating cost and annual 
average fixed cost per unit under operation. 
The annual average operating cost per unit 
worked out at about Rs. 5-6 lakhs of which the 
major components are expenditure on fuel and 
wages. Other cost items are repairing and 
maintenance, bata, food and ice. Unlike in other 
major purse seine operating states, in Goa, the 
carrier boat is not used for landing the fish. Wage 
system in Goa is also different from Karnataka 
and Kerala. In Goa, payment is made on monthly 
basis whereas in other states it is certain 
percentage of the total revenue after deducting 
the fuel expenditure for fishing and auction 
charges of the catch. 
Interest, depreciation and insurance pre-
mium are included in fixed cost estimation. 
Interest is calculated at the rate of 18% and 
depreciation on the basis of the life span of the 
capital asset i.e. 10 years for craft and engine, 
5 years for gear and one year for other 
accessories. The total fixed cost worked out at 
Rs. 2.68 lakhs. Hence, annual total cost of 
fishing operation of a purse seine unit has been 
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calculated at about Rs. 7.73 lakhs for 1991 and 
Rs. 8.71 lakhs for 1992 (Table 3). 
TABLE 3. Costs and earnings of a purse seine unit operating 
along Goa coast 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I. 
Initial investment 
Craft 
Net 
Other accessories 
Total 
Catch (tonnes) 
Revenue 
Operating cost 
— Fuel 
— Wages 
— Bata 
— Food • 
— Ice 
— Repairing, maintenance 
and other miscellaneous 
Total operating cost 
Fixed costs 
— Interest @ 18% 
Depreciation 
a) Craft 
b) Gear 
c) Other accessories 
Total depreciation (a+b+c) 
— Insurance 
Total fixed cost 
Total costs (D+E) 
Gross profit (C-D) 
Net profit (G-E) 
Rate of return (%) 
1991 
(Rs) 
4,50,000 
2,80,000 
20,000 
7,50,000 
320 
8,48,000 
1,50,000 
1,40,000 
75,000 
25,000 
40,000 
75,000 
5,05,000 
1,35,000 
45,000 
56,000 
20,000 
1,21,000 
12,000 
2,68,000 
7,73,000 
3,43,000 
75,000 
28 
1992 
(Rs) 
4,50,000 
2,80,000 
20,000 
7,50,000 
360 
9,90,000 
2,10,000 
1,68,000 
75,000 
25,000 
50,000 
75,000 
6,03,000 
1,35,000 
45,000 
56,000 
20,000 
1,21,000 
12,000 
2,68,000 
8,71,000 
3,87,000 
1,19,000 
34 
Fishing income 
The average catch and fishing income per 
unit have been given for the years 1991 and 1992 
in Table 3. Average annual catch per unit worked 
out at 320 tonnes in 1991 and 360 tonnes in 
1992 with the average annual revenue of about 
Rs. 8.5 lakhs and 9.9 lakhs respectively. During 
1991, the gross profit (income after deducting the 
operating cost) per unit worked out at Rs. 3.4 
lakhs and the net profit at Rs. 75,000 (income 
after deducting the entire cost). During 1992, 
gross profit increased to Rs. 3.9 lakhs and net 
profit to Rs. 1.2 lakhs due to the increase in 
quantity landed per unit and also in price. The 
rate of return was 28% in 1991 which increased 
to 34% in 1992. 
The total revenue through purse seine 
catch in Goa is estimated at about Rs. 210 
million, which is earned by about 200 purse 
seiners. The total investment on purse-seine 
units came to about Rs. 150 million. 
Value added income 
Out of revenue of Rs. 210 million by purse 
seine landings an amount of about Rs. 42 million 
is incurred as fuel expenditure and the balance 
of Rs. 168 million has come back to different 
people as remuneration for the services they 
contributed for the fish production. Hence, about 
80% of the total income created through purse 
seine catch is the value added to the national 
income which indicates its high social benefit. 
Cost and earnings per trip 
Usually purse seiners in Goa go only one 
trip per day for fishing. Average fuel costs per day 
amounted to Rs. 750 during 1991 and Rs. 1,050 
during 1992. Average wages paid per day for all 
workers in a unit worked out at Rs. 750 in 1991 
and Rs. 840 in 1992. Besides this an amount of 
Rs. 375 is paid as bata and Rs. 125 as food 
expenditure, so that the total wage bill per day 
of operation per unit worked out at Rs. 1,200 in 
1991 which increased to Rs. 1,340 in 1992. 
The catch per unit per day of operation 
amounted to 1.6 tonnes in 1991 and 1.8 tonnes 
in 1992 (Table 4). The corresponding gross 
earnings worked out at Rs. 4,240 and Rs. 4,950 
respectively. This amount is less as compared to 
purse seiners in Karnataka and Kerala. Hoewever, 
the annual income per unit is higher for purse 
seiners in Goa than those of Karnataka and 
Kerala. It is mainly because of more number of 
annual fishing days in Goa. Purse seiners in Goa 
operate about 200 days in a year as compared 
to 100-150 days in Karnataka and Kerala. So also 
annual net profit per unit in Goa is comparatively 
higher because of more number of fishing days 
as well as lesser cost as compared to other two 
states. Labour cost is fixed in Goa and wages are 
paid on monthly basis, where as in Karnataka 
and Kerala, it is based on percentage (mostly 
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TABLE 4. Costs and earnings of a purse seine unit per day of 
operation along Goa coast 
1991 
(Rs) 
1992 
(Rs) 
TABLE 5. Month wise marine fish catch (in tonnes) and effort 
(unit days) in Goa during 1991 by purse seiners and 
trawlers and quarterly total landings 
Month Purse seiner Trawler Total catch 
(tonnes) 
A. Catch (tonnes) 
B. value 
Price realised per kg of fish 
Average number of days 
fished per year 
C. Operating cost 
— Fuel 
— Wages 
— Bata 
— Food 
— Ice 
— Repairing and maintenance 
Total operating cost 
D. Fixed costs 
— Interest @ 18% 
Depreciation 
a) Craft 
b) Gear 
c) Other accessories 
Total depreciation (a+b+c) 
— Insurance 
Total fixed cost 
E. Total cost (C+D) 
F. Gross profit (B—C) 
G. Net profit (F—D) 
1.6 
4240 
2.65 
200 
750 
700 
375 
125 
200 
375 
2,525 
675 
225 
280 
100 
605 
60 
1,340 
3,865 
1,715 
375 
1.8 
4950 
2.75 
200 
1,050 
840 
375 
125 
250 
375 
3,015 
675 
225 
280 
100 
605 
60 
1,340 
4,355 
1,935 
595 
25%) of the gross revenue after deducting the fuel 
cost and auction charges. Hence : workers of purse 
seiners in Kerala and Karnataka get better 
than those of Goa. 
Seasonality 
wages 
About 80% of the Goa marine fish, is landed 
in the first and the last quarter of the year . More 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Total 
Catch 
2274 
997 
413 
1237 
300 
36 
2344 
3107 
8606 
29186 
7444 
55944 
Effort 
3875 
2205 
1000 
1613 
1085 
— 
277 
3860 
2880 
5853 
7767 
4284 
34699 
Catch 
2099 
3188 
2631 
1565 
1935 
40 
43 
283 
798 
310 
318 
606 
13816 
Effort 
6030 
6825 
8022 
5588 
6805 
1050 
1080 
3752 
4140 
1872 
2700 
2747 
50611 
(Quarterwise) 
12583 (I) 
5697 (II) 
8062 KID 
49281 (IV) 
75623 
TABLE 6. Month wise marine fish catch (in tonnes) and effort 
(unit days) in Goa during 1992 by purse seiners and 
trawlers and quarterly total 
Month 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Purse seiner 
Catch 
1951 
1451 
101 
142 
3 
— 
8 
5481 
4418 
7685 
37311 
11063 
Effort 
1674 
1717 
391 
915 
223 
— 
517 
5851 
2340 
3798 
12375 
5876 
landings 
Trawler 
Catch 
3042 
2925 
1270 
3688 
2007 
117 
99 
1410 
385 
245 
225 
1105 
Effort 
2821 
3834 
3323 
6345 
7136 
2026 
1681 
6572 
4770 
1302 
1080 
4768 
Total catch 
(tonnes) 
(Quarterwise) 
11220 (I) 
6184 (II) 
12952 (III) 
65977 (IV) 
than 80% of the purse seine catch is landed in 
the last quarter and about 85% of the trawl catch 
is in the first and the second quarter. Hence for 
any owner it is more economic to use the vessel 
for purse seining during September to December 
and for trawling during January to May. This will 
be more remunerative for the boat owner without 
affecting the total landings of the States (Tables 
5 & 6). 
Total 69614 35677 16518 45658 96333 
Optimum level of operation 
m On the basis of the existing operational level 
i. e. 200 units operating for about 200 days, 
assuming a reasonable level of profit and with 
expected level of average fish price of Rs. 3 per 
kg, each unit should get 1.5 tonnes per day of 
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operation. Hence, the total purse seine catch 
should be about 60,000 tonnes. The present level 
of operation can be increased without effecting 
economic viability only if there is either an 
increase in catch or price. Even if there is a 
reduction in catch, it will be compensated by an 
increase in price, so that the present level of effort 
can be maintained. 
Impact of purse seine operation on traditional 
fishery 
'Rampani', 'Yendi' (shore seine) and gillnet 
were the prominent traditional gears operated in 
Goa. These gears put together contributed about 
60% of the marine fish landings of Goa in 1975, 
which reduced to about 10% in 1984. During 
1992, 96% of the total landings was contributed 
by motorised units and the rest by the traditional 
gears without any type of mechanisation. This 
indicates the almost total disappearance of the 
traditional fishing units like 'Rampani', Yendi' 
etc. from Goa shore due to the large scale 
introduction of purse seining which is highly 
competitive to the traditional units. However, 
because of the continuous increase in purse seine 
effort the total catch also has been increased 
which coupled with the increasing trend in fish 
prices resulted in not only higher fishing income, 
but also helped to establish a number of fishery 
allied activities. Thus, the loss in the employment 
potential in traditional sector due to the on-
slaught of purse seining has been compensated 
by such newly created employment opportunities. 
But, as in the case of Karnataka State, these new 
opportunities have mainly helped the urban 
fishing centres and not the fishermen of remote 
rural centres. Besides this, the huge investment 
requirement of purse seiner has deprived the 
traditional fishermen in owning the means of 
production and most of them especially younger 
generation have become fishing workers in purse 
seine units. The recent introduction of motorisa-
tion of country craft may help the traditional 
fishermen revive the village based fishing opera-
tion. In Karnataka, motorisation has started 
reducing the dominance of purse-seining by 
introducing small mini purse seines, such as 
ranivala, mattubala and ring seine operating with 
motorised country craft. This can be introduced 
in Goa also so that the village based fishing 
activities can be revived without affecting the level 
of exploitation. 
Conclusion 
During 1991-'92 about 75% of the marine 
fish landings was by purse seiners. The average 
profit per unit during 1992 worked out at Rs. 1.19 
lakhs and the rate of return was 34%. At present 
about 200 purse seiners are under operation in 
the State. At the present level of exploitation, the 
effort is almost at the optimum level. Since there 
is every possibility of considerable increase in 
fishing cost along with the increase in price of 
fish, unless there is a substantial increasing 
trend in fish landing during the coming years, it 
is better to have the effort to be stablised at the 
present level of near about 40,000 boat days with 
200 existing number of units under operation. 
It is more profitable to any boat owner in 
Goa to operate purse seines during September-
December and trawl nets from January-May with 
the same craft. 
As in Karnataka and Kerala the introduc-
tion of ring seine operation in Goa can help revive 
the village based fishing activities as a joint 
venture. 
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OBSERVATION ON THE CULTURE OF GREEN MUSSEL IN PILLAIMADAM 
SALT WATER LAGOON, NEAR MANDAPAM* 
Introduction 
The Pillalmadam salt water lagoon (09°17'N 
and 79°06'E), located near Mandapam, in Ramnad 
district is bound by the Palk Bay on the north 
and the Rameswaram-Ramnad rail road on the 
south (Fig.l). It extends to a length of about 5^g 
km, covering an area of about 450 ha. The lagoon 
is connected to the Palk Bay by a bar mouth, 
through which it receives the tidal water. During 
the north-east monsoon (November and Decem-
ber) the lagoon gets rain water mainly through 
the Pillaimadam creek. Although the suitablity of 
the lagoon for finfish culture, particularly the 
milkfish [Chanos chanos) has been discussed by 
Tampi (1959) and Lai Mohan (1983a,b) no 
attempt has been made to utilize this ecosystem 
•Prepared by : A. P. Lipton, S. Krishna Pillai and P. Thillairajan, Mandapam Regional Centre of CMFRI, Mandapam - 623 520. 
This work was carried out under the Research Project, MOL/CUL/1.2.1. 'Culture of Green Mussel in Saltwater 
Lagoon'. 
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® Green mussel culture area 
//// : Barmouth 
FF : Fish farm of CMFRI 
Creek 
Fig. 1. Skech map of PlUalmadam Lagoon (The inset shows the general location) 
for the culture of shellfishes. In this report, the 
results of the experiments carried out during 
January to April 1989 on the culture of the green 
mussel, Pema viridis are presented. 
Hydrological conditions 
The site selected in the lagoon was opposite 
to the bar mouth, where the water depth was 
considerably greater. The hydrological conditions 
of the lagoon are found to be greatly influenced 
by the freshwater precipitation during the NE 
monsoon and the tidal water. Subsequent to the 
rainfall, the maximum water level of 170 cm was 
recorded in December 1988 and in January 1989, 
this water level came down to 140 cm. In the 
summer month of May, the minimum water level 
of 30 cm was observed. In January 1989, water 
temperature, pH, surface and bottom water 
salinity of the culture site were 28.2°C, 7.5, 29.0 
ppt and 29.5 ppt respectively (Table 1). However, 
during the summer month of April, while the 
values of water temperature and pH were steady, 
there was slight increase in salinity to 32.83 and 
33.7 ppt in surface and bottom waters respec-
TABLE 1. Rainfall, hydrological and nutrient conditions observed in PUlaimadam lagoon 
Month/parameter Jan. 1989 Feb. 1989 Mar. 1989 Apr. 1989 
Rainfall (mm) 
Water depth (cm) 
Atm. temp. (°C) 
Water temp. (°C) 
Surface salinity (ppt) 
Bottom salinity (ppt) 
Surface DO (ml/1) 
Bottom DO (ml/1) 
pH 
phosphate (ng at/1) 
Silicate (ng at/1) 
Nitrate (ng at/1) 
Nitrite (ng at/1) 
25.00 
140.00 
29.00 
28.2 
29.00 
29.50 
4.47 
4.30 
7.50 
0.15 
24.0 
1.50 
0.07 
1.00 
60.00 
28.00 
29.0 
32.00 
33.60 
4.42 
3.86 
7.20 
0.10 
34.0 
3.00 
0.25 
9.00 
51.70 
29.33 
28.5 
32.82 
33.70 
4.40 
3.86 
7.65 
0.05 
33.0 
1.00 
0.20 
98.00 
32.00 
30.75 
28.5 
34.50 
36.75 
4.56 
2.85 
7.75 
0.01 
10.0 
2.00 
0.10 
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tively. The dissolved oxygen level varied from 4.4 
to 4.56 ml/1 (surface) and 2.85 to 4.3 ml/1 
(bottom). Among the nutrients, phosphates fluc-
tuated between 0.01 and 0.15/ng at/1. Silicates 
from 10.0 to 34.0/|ig at/1; nitrates value from 1.0 
to 3.0/(ig at/1 and nitrite values from 0.07 to 
0.75/^g at/1 (Tablel). 
Experiments on the culture of green mussel 
The green mussel was cultured by sus-
pended bag method. As natural mussel 
populations are not available along the Ramnad 
coast, the spat was collected from the Ennore 
estauary, Madras during January 1989 and 
transported by train to Mandapam in wet gunny 
bags, kept inside plastic troughs. The mortality 
during transportation was below 5.0% 
The spat were stocked in bags made of 
nylon net material of 35 X 100 cm size with 10 
mm mesh, cut and stitched on sides. Nylon 
rope of 3.0 mm dia. was inserted in the upper 
portion of the bag through the webbing after 
leaving a gap of about 10.0 cm. The rope was 
tied tightly, which apart from closing the bag, also 
facilitated the hanging from the poles. Each bag 
was stocked with 2.5 kg of green mussel after 
measuring the initial length, breadth and weight. 
The bags were suspended from the abandoned 
laboratory cum-watchout hut erected inside the 
lagoon (Fig 2). The bags containing the mussels 
were kept submerged under water. 
Fig. 2. Culture site In Pillaimadam lagoon. 
TABLE 2. Results on the growth of mussel in 
Parameter Initial 
Length (mm) 31.89 ± 5.93 
Breadth (mm) 16.49 ± 3.02 
Weight (g) 2.29 ± 1.47 
Gross weight of mussel (kg/bag) 2.50 
Results 
During the culture period of 80 days, the 
mussels have grown from an initial length of 
31.89 + 5.93 mm to 42.33 + 3.21 mm size. 
The average monthly increase in length was 
3.9 mm (Table 2). This growth rate is less when 
compared to the average monthly growth of 12.8 
to 13.0 mm in the rope culture method in 
Kovalam Bay, Madras (Rangarajan and 
Narasimham, 1980) and 7.3 mm per month in the 
onion bag culture method in the open sea in 
Thailand (Chaitanawisuti and Menesveta, 1987). 
In the estuarine ecosystem, the green 
mussels have been reported to attain an average 
growth of 8.0 mm per month in the Ennore 
estuary (Rangarajan and Narasimham, 1980). In 
the saltwater lagoon of Muthukadu, in the 
suspended bag method of culture of green 
mussels, Sreenivasan etal, (1988), observed the 
growth at 8mm per month. Compared to these 
results, the growth of green mussel in the 
Pillaimadam lagoon system was poor. 
The weight attained by the mussels in the 
present report was 5.0 g from an initial value of 
2.29 ± 1.47 g. The weight increase was faster 
during the first 40 days of rearing. The gross 
increase in the weight of bag during the first 40 
days of growth was 1.60 kg/bag (Table 2). 
However, during the second phase of 40 days, a 
marginal increase of 0.15 kg was recorded. 
Sudden mortality of mussels from the 80th day 
onwards was observed. The reasons for the 
sudden mortality of mussels from the 80th day 
onwards are not understood. 
Associated organisms 
Rhodophycean m e m b e r s s u c h as 
Acanthospora spicifera and Hypnea musciformis 
were found to attach heavily on bags (Fig. 3). 
Barnacles were found to attach on the shells of 
green mussels and also on the nylon bags. In 
addition, Cerethium sp. was found on the 
mussels inside the bag. 
bag culture method in Pillaimadam lagoon 
After 40 days After 80 days 
37\0 ± 5 l n 42.33 ± 3.21 
18.54 ± 2.48 21.27 ± 1.79 
4.40 5.00 
3.75 3.90 
10 
Fig. 3. Fouling of culture bags by algae. 
Conclusions 
It is inferred that the growth of green 
mussels was slow and survival was poor in the 
Pillaimadam saltwater lagoon during January to 
April. The production was poor and therefore the 
Pillaimadam lagoon does not appear to be 
suitable for green mussel culture. 
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE GRAZING PHENOMENON OF 
THE CULTURED SEAWEED, GRACILARIA EDUUS 
BY FISH IN MINICOY LAGOON (LAKSHADWEEP) 
The seaweed Gracilaria edulis is a fast 
growing agarophyte and its distribution is con-
fined to Tamil Nadu, Andaman-Nicobar islands, 
Lakshadweep group of islands and Chilka lake 
along the Indian Coast. In Lakshadweep, it has 
been reported growing abundantly in the islands 
of Agatti, Kavaratti, Kalpeni and Kadamath while 
in Minicoy it was totally absent till recently. In 
1990 this seaweed was transported from 
Mandapam (Gulf of Mannar) and Kavaratti 
islands (Lakshadweep) to study the feasibility of 
its establishment and colonizing in the lagoon in 
Minicoy. As is well known this seaweed is much 
sought after as an industrial raw material for the 
exraction of the phyto-chemical, agar-agar which 
is of wide industrial use. 
The initial culture experiments by net and 
rope methods had shown encouraging results 
and as time passed by, a certain amount of 
grazing by fish was observed in the culture nets 
and ropes causing considerable damage to the 
Prepared by : V. S. K. Chennubhotla, A. K. V. Nasser. V. A. 
(Lakshadweep) and M. S. Rajagopal, CMFRI, C 
seed material or growing fragments or some times 
to the fully grown seaweed. But during one of the 
field trials in 1992, a record production of 31 fold 
incerease over the initial seed material was 
noticed in one of the ropes which had escaped 
grazing by fish, while most of the ropes intro-
duced along with that were grazed down com-
pletely except for one more rope which had grown 
to harvestable size in November 1992 yielding an 
18.65 fold enhancement over the seed material 
introduced initially. 
These experiments were continued in 1993 
also with a view to confirm the above trend 
consistently in the subsequent years. But these 
culture operations had a set back because of 
heavy grazing of the seed material within a few 
hours of introduction by different types of fishes. 
So as to get a convincing proof that these 
fishes were actually feeding on the seaweed; cast 
net and set gill net operations were carried out 
ihlkoya, A. Anasukoya, Research Centre of CMFRI, Mlnlcoy 
a - 682 014. 
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In the seaweed culture sites to capture the fishes 
that hover around the culture sites. The gut 
contents of these fishes were analysed for 
qualitative analysis of food items and the details 
are given in table. 
TABLE 1. 
1 
Fishes caught from the seaweed culture sites in the Minicoy lagoon by 
Fish species 
2 
No. of fish 
Examined 
3 
Length 
range (cm) 
4 
cast net anc get gill net and their gut contents 
Gut contents 
5 
1. Abudefduf septernfasciatus 
2. Acanthurus sp. 
3. A. trtostegus 
4. A. Uneatus 
5. Caranx sp. 
6. Chaetodon auriga 
7. Epinephelus tauvtna 
8. Genres lucidus 
9. Hyporhamphus sp. 
10. Kyphosus vaigiensis 
11. Leptoscarus vaigiensis 
12. Lethrinus harak 
13. L. mahsena 
14. Liza sp. 
15. Luttanus gibbus 
16. L. kasmira 
17. Myripristis murdjan 
18. Other parrot fishes 
19. Paraupeneus indlcus 
20. Polynemus sexfllis 
21. Stethojulis trUineata 
22. Therapon jarbua 
2 
3 
6 
1 
11 
1 
2 
5 
21 
1 
1 
8 
1 
13 
2 
8 
1 
1 
9.5-14.2 
9.3-11.3 
7.3-11.2 
14.5-16.5 
9.9-13.8 
12.2-14.5 
11.2-16.5 
19.6-31.3 
14.3-15.5 
11.0-16.4 
9.5-14.5 
7.2-14.1 
11.2-16.8 
11.6-13.7 
12.9-16.5 
Chaetomorpha sp., Enteromorpha sp.. 
Polysyphonia sp., Centroceras sp., 
GracUaria edulis, zooplankton, 
calcareous algae 
Filamentous algae, zooplankton, plant 
material 
Enteromorpha sp., Centroceras sp., 
Sarconefna sp., GracUaria edulis, 
Dictyota sp., filamentous algae, 
other brown algae 
Dictyota sp., GracUaria edulis 
Fish remains, filamentous plant material 
Worms, calcareous pieces, zooplankton 
Zooplankton, fish remains 
Chaetomorpha sp., Cladophora sp., 
GracUaria edulis, Enteromorpha sp., 
fish remains, zooplankton 
Fish remains, filamentous plant 
material 
Seagrasses, GracUaria edulis, Dictyota 
sp., Enteromorpha sp., other algae 
Seagrasses 
Fish remains, shrimps, crabs, filamentous 
green algae, brown and red algae 
Chaetomorpha sp., GracUaria edulis, 
green and brown algae, seagrasses, 
zooplankton 
Sand particles 
Zooplankton 
Shrimps, Cladophoraap. crabs, polychaete 
worms, fish remains 
Semidigested matter 
Seagrasses, fish remains, crab 
Crabs, gammarids, copepods, fish 
remains 
Fish remains, seagrasses GracUaria edulis, 
shrimps, zooplankton 
Semidigested matter 
Crabs, Enteromorpha sp. 
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SKIN OF RAYS — A NEW COB 
During recent years, there is an unprec-
edented spurt in the export market for unconven-
tional marine species like gorgonids, sea horses 
and products obtained from them. Latest among 
this expanding list of items is the skin of rays 
(elasmobranch). 
The ray skin export is a newly established 
endeavour for the flsherfolk of Ramanathapuram 
coast of Tamil Nadu. The skin is cut meticulosuly 
so as to avoid damage and wastage and dried 
under the sun, after which it is removed and 
stacked for marketing. Keelakarai is the centre 
for collection of skin of rays. Figure 1 shows the 
dorsal and ventral views of the skin of 'Manal 
thirukkai' (in Tamil), Himantura bleekeri (Blyth) 
collected from a Keelakarai merchant dealing 
with the export. 
Nepal is the main market for the ray skin. 
From the information collected, various products 
such as chappals, wallets, belts and Hi-fashion 
products like ladies bags are made using the skin 
of rays. 
The cost of the skin of a ray ranges from 
Rs. 4 / - to Rs. 20 / - depending on the size. When 
* Prepared by A. P. Lipton and J . R. Ramalingam, M 
FOR EXPORT MARKET* 
Fig. 1. Dorsal and ventral view of ray skin made for export. 
it is sold to another merchant or prospective 
buyer, the percentage profit ranges from 50 to 
100. Although at present the exact quantity of 
ray skin being exported from India is not known, 
it is presumed that in the near future this 
commodity will assume importance. 
iam Regional Centre of CMFRI, Mandapam - 623 520. 
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ON THE LANDING OF LARGE SIZED HAMMER HEAD SHARK 
SPHYRNA LEWWI AT TUTICORIN* 
A large sized female hammer head shark 
Sphyma lewini (Cuvier, Griffith and Smith, 1834) 
locally called 'Kombu sorrah' measuring 4 m in 
total length and weighing 520 kg was caught by 
hooks and line (No. 7 'disco thoondil') off Tuticorin 
from a depth of 100 m on 30.3.'93 (Fig. 1). The 
important morphometric measurements taken are 
presented in Table 1. 
TABLE 1. Morphometric characters of Hammer head shark 
Sphyrna lewini 
Measurements 
(mm) 
Total length (snout to tip of upper lobe) 4010 
Standard length (snout to caudal fork) 3100 
Snout to first dorsal 1220 
•Reported by : S. Rajapacklam, T. S. Balasubramanlan, K. M. 
Centre of CMFRI, Tuticorin - 628 001. 
First dorsal fin 
Height 770 
Breadth 390 
Outer curve length 715 
Inner curve length 73 
Distance between first dorsal & second dorsal fin 882 
Second dorsal fin 
Height 250 
Breadth 160 
Outer curve length 370 
Inner curve length 195 
Snout to pectoral fin 882 
Pectoral fin 
Height 620 
Breadth 240 
S. Ameer Hamsa and H. Mohamad Kasim, Tuticorin Research 
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Curve 
Distance between pectoral and pelvic 
Pelvic fin 
Height 
Breadth 
Curve 
Distance between pelvic and anus 
Anal fin 
Height 
Breadth 
Caudal fin 
Upper lobe 
Lower lobe 
Snout to»mouth 
Width of mouth 
Mouth curve length 
Snout to first gill opening 
Snout to eye 
Eye diameter (horizontanl) 
Eye diameter (vertical) 
Snout to spiracle 
Body height at first dorsal 
Body height at pectoral 
580 
883 
370 
320 
400 
286 
250 
230 
1092 
490 
210 
400 
490 
702 
470 
44 
31 
400 
896 
533 
Body height at pelvic 
Body height at anal 
Body height at caudal notch 
814 
530 
300 
'"
!
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Fig. 1. Dorsal view of the Hammer head shark Sphyma lewini 
landed at Tuticorin. 
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ON A JUVENILE WHALE SHARK RHINCODON TYPUS 
CAUGHT OFF KAYALPATNAM (GULF OF MANNAR)* 
Stray individuals of the Whale shark 
Rhincodon typus (Smith) are caught occasionally 
along the Gulf of Mannar coast. On 15th April 
1993 a male whale shark measuring 3.8 m and 
weighing approximately 650 kg got entangled in 
'Paruvalai' (Nylon drift gill net, mesh size : 115 
- 170 mm) operated at a depth of 40 m off 
Kayalpatnam during the early hours of the day. 
The shark was towed ashore with the help of 
neighbouring crew. Locally this sahrk is known 
as 'Ammuni uluvai'. Since the meat is unpalat-
able and the fins does not fetch any fair price, 
it was auctioned for a very low price of 
Rs. 300/- . Necessary morphometric measure-
ments taken are presented in Table 1. 
TABLE 1. Morphometric measurements (mm) of whale shark 
Rhincodon typus (Smith). Measurements in mm 
Total length 
Standard length 
Snout to first dorsal 
Snout to second dorsal 
3870 
3300 
1660 
2440 
Snout to pectoral 
Snout to eye 
Snout to nostril 
Snout to anal 
First dorsal fin 
Height 
Breadth 
Curvature 
Inner curvature 
Second dorsal 
Height 
Base 
Curvature 
Inner curvature 
Pectoral 
Length of pectoral 
Base 
Curvature 
1010 
410 
520 
2080 
420 
350 
300 
170 
220 
190 
160 
150 
640 
330 
330 
•Reported by : S. Rajapackiam, K. M. S. Ameer Hamsa, T. S. Balasubramanlan and H. 
Centre of CMFRI, Tuticorin - 628 001. 
Mohamad Kasim, Tuticorin Research 
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Inner curvature 
Caudal length 
Snout to first gill opening 
Snout to second gill opening 
Snout to third gill opening 
Snout to fourth gill opening 
Snout to fifth gill opening 
Eye diameter (vertical) 
Eye diameter (horizontal) 
190 
960 
730 
800 
860 
960 
1010 
35 
40 
Inter orbital distance 
Inter nostril distance 
Mouth length 
Mouth width 
Girth at I dorsal 
Girth at 2nd dorsal 
Girth at caudal 
810 
880 
510 
320 
2640 
1080 
420 
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ON TWO LARGE SPECIMENS OF DEVIL RAY MANTA BIROSTRIS (WALBAUM) 
LANDED AT TUTICORIN* 
Two female specimens of devil ray locally 
known as 'Kombu thirukkai' measuring 3020 and 
3050 mm in total length and 5670 and 5700 mm 
in breadth respectively were landed at Tuticorin 
North fish landing centre on 29.03/93 (Fig. 1). 
The approximate weight of the two rays was 1375 
and 1425 kg. The specimens were auctioned for 
Rs.550/- and Rs.600/- respectively at the fish 
landing centre. 
Plank built boats locally called Vallam' 
were engaged for fishing with a crew of 5 to 7 
fishermen. The gears used were a stationary 
bottom set net locally know as Thirukkai Valai'. 
The length of the net is approximately 6-7 m. The 
nets were made out of nylon thread with a mesh 
size of 45 cm and operated at a depth of 50 m. 
The occurrence of this speices has been 
reported by D.B. James, CMFRI, Madras [I.J.F., 
32, (4): 492-494 (1985), at Karwar' by K.Y.Telang 
and T.B. Harikantra (MFIS, 85) and by S. 
Rajapacklam et al (MFIS, 106). But the size of 
the present specimens sets the maximum re-
corded so far. 
The following observations were made on 
the morphometry of the devil rays. 
Particulars Specimen No.l 
Total length of the body 
Standard length of the body 
Width of the body 
Inter orbital distance 
Inter cephalic horn distance 
Length of cephalic horn 
in mm 
3020 
2340 
5670 
1370 
780 
680 
Specimen No.2 
in mm 
3050 
2420 
5700 
1375 
785 
700 
Width of cephalic horn 
Diameter of eye 
Length of eye 
Diameter of eye ball 
Length of mouth 
Length of tail 
Total length of gill slits 
Width of first gill slit 
Width of second gill slit 
Width of third gill slit 
Width of fourth gill slit 
Width of fifth gill slit 
270 
90 
70 
30 
790 
1290 
590 
510 
530 
510 
460 
370 
300 
95 
75 
32 
800 
1310 
600 
520 
525 
515 
475 
380 
Fig. 1. Devil ray landed at Tuticorin. 
•Reported by R. Gurusamy and T. S. Balasubramanlan, Tuticorin Research Centre of CMFRI, Tuticorin - 628 001. 
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ON THE LANDING OF BOTTLENOSE DOLPHIN TURSIOPS TRUNCATUS 
AT KAKINADA* 
On 28-04-1993, a dolphin measuring 225 
cm in total length and weighing 160 kg was 
landed at Kakinada Fisheries Harbour, about 30 
km north east of Kakinada. It was a female 
dolphin identified as Tursiops truncatus 
(Bottlenose dolphin) having 25-27 teeth on one 
'side of upper and lower jaws. This dolphin was 
caught in Bottom set gill net ('Panduvala'} 
operated by motorised 'Nava' (in-board engine) 
about 20 m depth. The presently reported dolphin 
was sold for Rs. 500/- . The meat of dolphin is 
being regularly used as bait for hooks and line 
fishery which is resulting in good landings of 
sharks and tuna. The detailed measurements (in 
cm) are given below. 
Date of capture 
Total length 
Standard length 
Head length 
Snout to dorsal fin 
Length of caudal fluke along 
upper margin 
Length of flipper from 
angle of inner base to tip 
Lenth of flipper from 
angle of inner base to tip 
Total number of teeth on 
one side of upper jaw 
Total number of teeth on 
one side of lower jaw 
Sex 
Weight 
28-04-1993 
225 
197 
64 
19 
36 
37 
27 
25 concial teeth 
27 conical teeth 
Female 
160 kg 
Reported by T. Nageswara Rao, P. Venkata Ramana, Kakinada Research Centre of CMFRI, Kakinada - 533 004. 
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INSTANCES OF FINLESS BLACK PORPOISE, NEOPHOCAENA PHOCAENOIDES 
CAUGHT IN MANDAPAM REGION ALONG THE PALK BAY COAST 
IN TAMIL NADU* 
The flnless black porpoise, Neophocaena 
phocaenoides G. Cuvier is widely distributed in 
the Indo-Pacific ranging from Cape of Good Hope 
to Japan and China and often known to ascend 
the estuaries of larger rivers. In India, this species 
is fairly common along the coasts of Bombay, 
Madras and Trivandrum. Since, porpoises are 
considered as endangered marine mammals, 
strict regulations have been imposed by the 
Government authorities for their conservation 
and management. Incidental catch of porpoises 
reported in the west coast is more than in the east 
coast of India as may be seen from the published 
information. It appears that propoise, Neophocaena 
phocaenoides frequents the coastal waters and 
gets captured on many occasions. More recently, 
incidental catch of porpoises are on the increase 
in Mandapam region. 
In the present report, details on the 
incidental landings of porpoises, Neophocaena 
phocaenoides from fish landing centres in 
Mandapam region along the Palk Bay coast are 
given. As there was no bidder for the porpoises 
due to lack of demand, they were buried in the 
beach. 
A female porpoise of 77 cm in total length 
was caught in a gillnet ('Choodai Valai') on 
08.07.1988 off Mandapam at a depth of 8 m (Fig. 
1) The second porpoise measuring 132 cm in total 
length was a female caught in a gillnet at a depth 
of 6 m on 11.08.1990 off Pillaimadam. The third 
porpoise measuring 126 cm in total length was 
a female caught in gillnet at a depth of 12 m off 
Verkodu near Rameswaram on 16.11.1990. The 
fourth porpoise was a male measuring 132 cm in 
total length was stranded and washed ashore in 
decomposed condition at Agnitheertham near 
Rameswaram on 25.10.1992. 
Morphometric measurements (in cm) of all 
the four porpoises are presented in Table 1. 
Dawson (1959) reported four embryos in 
•Reported by : P. Nammalwar, A. P. Lipton, S. Krishna Plllal, G. Maheswarudu. C. Kaslnathan, M. Bose, N. Ramamoorthy and 
P. Thillalrajan, Mandapam Regional Centre of CMFRI, Mandapam Camp - 623 520, Tamil Nadu. 
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TABLE 1. Morphometric measurements (in cm) of Finless black porpoise Neophocaena phocaenoides 
Date of catch 
Place of catch/stranding 
Sex/ 
Body characters 
Total length (tip of upper jaw to 
deepest part of caudal fluke notch) 
Tip of upper jaw to anterior 
insertion of flipper (right) 
Tip of upper jaw to centre of eye 
Width of eye 
Tip of upper jaw to centre of blow-hole 
Length of flipper (anterior insertion - right) 
Length of flipper (anterior insertion - left) 
Length of eye 
Girth at eye 
Length of blow-hole 
Width of blow-hole 
Tip of upper jaw to the centre of anus 
Length of anal slit 
Girth at anus 
Tip of upper jaw to the centre of genital slit 
Length of genital slit 
Length of penis 
Tip of upper jaw to the centre of umbilicus 
Length of throat-grooves 
Caudal fluke span 
Notch of caudal flukes to centre of anus 
Notch of caudal flukes to centre of genital aperture 
Teeth counts (in numbers) 
Upper (right) 
Upper (left) 
Lower (right) 
Lower (left) 
Weight (in kg) 
08.07.'88 
Mandapam 
Female 
77.0 
20.1 
9.6 
-
-
17.0 
16.6 
1.1 
18.4 
1.7 
0.8 
52.9 
0.8 
14.5 
44.1 
8.7 
-
36.4 
-
22.4 
22.5 
31.0 
-
-
-
-
-
11.08.'90 
Pillaimadam 
Female 
132.0 
29.0 
16.0 
-
16.0 
30.0 
30.0 
1.4 
44.0 
2.5 
1.1 
96.0 
1.4 
50.0 
79.0 
9.0 
-
62.4 
23.0 
40.0 
41.0 
60.0 
16 
14 
17 
16 
30.0 
16.11.'90 
Verkodu 
(Rameswaram) 
Female 
126.0 
-
12.0 
-
-
-
-
1.2 
-
2.1 
1.0 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
34.0 
-
-
-
-
-
-
22.0 
25.10/92 
Agnitheertham 
(Rameswaram) 
Male 
132.0 
27.5 
11.0 
2.5 
18.0 
23.0 
-
4.0 
-
2.5 
2.0 
88.0 
2.5 
58.0 
72.0 
-
9.5 
-
-
23.0 
-
-
17 
-
17 
-
45.0 
the size range 9.3-15.5 cms among seventeen 
porpoises of the species Neophocaena 
phocaenoides landed at Malpe, South Kanara 
coast. Balan (1978) reported a juvenile specimen 
measuring 66.9 cm in total length and weighing 
4.52 kg caught in gillnet off Calicut, Kerala coast. 
Recently, Ganapathy (1992) reported one adult of 
N. phocaenoides measuring 120cm stranded at 
Mullimunai (Thondi) along the Palk Bay coast in 
Tamil Nadu. According to the present reports, 
porpoises are caught more recently from east 
coast of India. 
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ON THE LANDING OF SPINNER DOLPHINS STEJVELLA LONGIROSTRIS 
AT LAWSON'S BAY, VISAKHAPATNAM* 
Three adult spinner dolphins were caught 
by mechanised, fibre-glass, beach landing craft 
and landed at Lawson's Bay on 19-4-'93 (Fig. 1). 
They were caught off RushikondalO km from 
Visakhapatnam at a depth of 15 metres. 
The dolphins were accidently caught in the 
drift net, which is locally called 'Pandu vala'. The 
mesh size is 150 mm. This gear is mainly used 
to catch seer fish. The dolphins were caught 
during early hours and were brought to the 
landing centre in the afternoon. 
Fig. 1. The spinner dolpins landed at Lawson's Bay, 
Visakhapatnam. 
All the three dolphins were adult females 
measuring 2.44 m, 2.39 m and 2.16 m in total 
length and weighing about 250 kg, 200 kg 
and 150 kg approximately. The morphometric 
measurements are given in the table. 
The dolphins were dead on landing. Dol-
phin meat is used as baits for hooks and line to 
catch sharks, but as the month is not a season 
for sharks, the dolphins were thrown back into 
the sea. 
TABLE 1. The morphometric measurements (cm) of a female 
Stenella logirostris 
1. Tip of upper jaw to the tip of caudal fluke 244 
to the fork of caudal fluke 224 
to the dorsal fin 101 
Cleft of mouth 29 
Eye diameter 4 
Number of teeth present on one side of 48 Nos. 
the Jaw 
2. Tip of upper jaw to the tip of caudal fluke 239 
to the fork of caudal fluke 218 
to the dorsal fin 101 
216 
202 
94 
3. Tip of upper jaw to the tip of caudal fluke 
to the fork of caudal fluke 
to the dorsal fin 
•Reported by S. Satya Rao and S. Chandrashekar, Visakhapatnam Research Centre of CMFRI, Visakhapatnam - 530 003. 
ERRATA 
MFIS No. 122, August, September, 1993. 
Page 1, col. 1, line 10 : Insert the following after the word 'operated' 
whereas 'dol' nets are operated' 
Page 2, col. 1. line 12 : Read '23' as '32' 
Page 3, col. 4, line 12 : Insert hyphen after 'Oct.' 
Page 3, col. 4, line 14 : Insert hyphen after 'Aug.' 
Page 3, col. 7. line 11 : Insert 'Oct.' in place of 'Dec' 
Page 4, col. 7, line 6 : Insert 'Nov.' after 'Sep'. 
Page 5, col. 4, line 10 : Transfer & Sep. - Oct.' to line 8 in col. 5 
Page 5 : Insert the following under SI. No. 39 after VIZHINJAM Centre' : 
'39 Drift/Gillnet S. tumbtl, S. undosquamis, May - May, 
and Hooks S. longiceps, SardineUa. spp., Oct. Sep.-Oct. 
& line R- kanagurtta, S. devesi, 
S. bataviensis, S. buccanneri, mullets, Sphyraena spp., Caranx spp., D. russeUi 
Page 5, col. 3, line 37 : Put '(2)' in line 38 after S. fimbriata 
Page 5, col. 6, line 20 : Insert 'May' after 'Apr.' 
Page 6, col. 2 : Insert 'MANDAPAM Centre' between SI. No. 49 & 50 
Page 6, col. 6 : lines 8 & 9 : Read as 'Mar., May - June & Nov.' 
Page 7, col. 5, line 12 : Insert 'May' after 'Mar'. 
Page 7, col. 6 : Delet line 11. 
'throughout the Indian coasts, 
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7# T7¥ ^ 37/T 377? W /* /P*k 373*7977 #P3T, /*//}+)<¥ 
+lfd<=h<i if ^tfk 1W, "H^HT SflR, liuMI^ <=k1 
Htffd4f T%\ SRcIFT f | ^ S "5TTcT 3 FRT t l $«fdH 
c||[u|M<* ^ f e if ^ frj3K ^T H S ^ f WR f I ^ t 
t ^ ^ 3 T ^ % ^ ^ ^ W c ? f t W l R ^ f t W $ M c 1 l 
W T ^ t f 1^ R7 ^ W 5 i f *UI*-i)<1 ^ f^ 11 
3IMKIch 3fk"*TOTT 
3*R ^\$tZ WTkT % W T if WTC Tetra 
*ft ^FH =R R^T t , 3-4 cT^f % ^crt ^t oqf^ RPff "§ 
J7W: *TcWT "5RTO if W T - ^ R ^ T iFITI 1989-
90 f^ft *TTft W& % ^R 1991-92 if Pwftd ^5?ft 
^§t ^Ffti 3Rig=rc 3 ^R^t TRT ^  3Rfa if u w 
aftw 604.6 " ^ HtfRrl4lf <ST 3RcRTT f 3ff f ^ f 
47.2% Z*RT 3fk 35.7% ^ k Weft «fh 1988-89 if 
^£TT 3TSRKW 3ffc ^ W S 3PT ^leff Wt 1?RT 3 
^TRT «n I 1989-90 i f ST^ cRTJI ^*T i t W 3% 1990-
91 "3f ^ F * ft* -ER: iFTT I 
W ? ^ T I R T R R T W S ^ f 1988-89 3 1991-
92 <RT ^P7 8?TI 
^ f t s *P H<*>4 £JHI 3?k Tift? Weft 8ft |-^cfar $ - q ^ 
cRf -53k Weft W 5 3 3PJ?I 8ft I 
377/fr firmr: ^ k Weft 3 Tftfc&ctikw ^ w i ^ T 
T=r if ^ftpm sjfipPm (66%) ^§ «rri SPT wferof 
^fafcRR sjffam *nm£ (28%) %^m 27^7(2%) 
27. 37MWF (2%) w . dJIRwfcw (1.1%) sfk 
I?. ^ f (0.9%) f. VfibPw 3fc ^. «M7^ f%T 
^wi^r «r i $ sifaFm ^T 4 J I * M a^ f 3 sp alk 
•#sn: -^  -qr^  CR? ^ I ^FR «n 1 "^pf ^ SRT^IT CRT 
CRT ^ t 3 f^«T ^ . dT^d ^PdU. 3fk kTcTO 2t; 3?M?7 
afk w . silRiiufciH % f^ "3f^ cr ^ m «n 1 
^fk w* f t ^['QTT'Q^^Tfafk'Q^F't^'^cn? 
^T?T: 238.1 26 ^ 3fk 11835 TT sfk 8262 ^ T "WI 
3T«PR ^ ^RcT IR I f % I^«t)^ld l^PrW+1 
•^ fcRT ^ I T STk H?5cft TR R^k t l *pf 1988-89 ^ t 
3^ft i % 3 R i ^ *f "^R^ STfqofr 8JT FrafrfaTT - J l ^ 
•5RTO «ft 3T^ T *?!#' % ^ f t : f^% ^f U^SRI TRTO ^ c^rRT 
^f atfiRT «TT I f?RT ^RlRcW 1988 SRj^fR i f ^ i fe l 
3Rf "SncTf ^f W "H^R ^f WRT "SITft^ T =f>t "c^ RT ^f W\ 
«ft I SRR^T i f TIR^T % ^ R ^>t W^T 3ra*«JT cft^ "5RRT 
%fcfR «^W«b ^R i M ^klTI 
^ 1989-90 if W H if ^ t ^Fft ^ f t ^JT ^ I W 
•RR^T^l 1989-90 ^•5PTR7^5T«1T^RR-<R^Trtw 
T R R n r W ^ l l t T p q T i ^ R R TR^ ^f ^Tft-^ff ^71 
•q^ti 
^ %m W R i " ZJ^RT 3fk "?fk "RScft cFT alkR 
•q^v5 1989-90 ^ 1991-92 cRT 3rf«RKnT ^ k l "3?^ 
3 ^FT «ft I 1 ^ ^R?T 1RT f %TTCT ^T f ^ f n 
afk 'ft t ^n I^T ^ R«!r f i 
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HU i^m % Pichd P 4 C ^ M ^ 3 gRd V i ^ ^ T ^ # T * 
H^HH % fare WTTf fart i f fc*TcT f q ^ t W T 
#UT ^FI ^rcR *TFT TOT W§t 3fo ^fa"T *TFT <l*to«KH-
WTT3 ^?r t l ?FI*FT 450 %3£R Sfr f^ F fa t efarf 
5.2 fa fft % I T2=F sfR-W*! %^rfto; ~Q$ ^F / I "RF45" 
W§t 3 #qtf^T I , f^ RRT #F4 if ^nffa "qpft "3^^** 
ftcTT % I ^ w R - ^ f TTFRFT if fa#T5*T sfrfa ^ # F ^ 
if ^TfeT fteTcft 11 " ^ ^>^^ "^ TpiFTf ^T ^r*FT 3T*ft 
<FF ^ Tff fa*TT f | T^? TTqt£ ^ FFRt-3Tq?T 1989 % ^RH 
^ T Trig, *Fff faRfe« % WFT %%* fa* " ^ TRt$T"if 
F^T •qft*IFT % *TR if t l 
#F4 %fal* ^ *TH W5f T^R W*I % WFT f, 
^R-Tjfff "qpRFT 3 sfrc ^ nffa e^T 3 a r f F F Tt^ rrfaT 
t l ^TfeT % ^ K ^Frl TTrT fa*5R 1988 3 170 $ *ft 
fi^faqTWafR^FF^t, 1980 "3 ^  ^ T #FR 140 
$ T% ?t "W I TTf Tftq if *Wdd 30 "$ fft ift§T TFIT I 
^FF*ft, 1989 if ^ M f **T?T % *FrT F^T cTFFTFT, i t "Q^, 
<mRd<rl 3?R cT^ fa *T?T <rl<=|UM| sFW: 28.2°C, 7.5, 29.0 
•qt i t zt sfk 29.5 i t i t zt *> i3rifer if d«iuidi if *fr§t 
*ft i f e 1$ I fa?fa 3TTT>-*F3R "5RR 4.4 $ 4.56 ml / 
1 (<JMRdd) 3TR 2.85 $ 4.3 ml/1 (cTefa) ftfttTcTT 
faiTf i Tft^pf 3 <blu«b<<H, ftfa%z*T, -uiliu anf^  
% "3cTR ^^F4 falFITI 
TFRTf <TS 3 Hl$ft«b ^ s f f cjfft R^<*TT ^ T f f t 
% ^R*T FFif ^ t TpR ^K-K^sfl 3% iq^ RT 3 ?F4t 
0frraf if %t%fl ^ R ^ i W T cFF et ^ t l W c R f 
MU^H ^ " ^ ^R0^ <5.0% 3 T&R %& T$ % I 
FT Fn£f ^ •JFfcfFf ^feFff if WflcT ^ R ^ 7 1 % 
WR> *rrc ^  H I ^ H ^ t TfeFn srsgst ^Rf ^«RT t #c 
T^et ^JT ^ ERT aro fa^t ^ ^ g *f J^»FTT 11 w ^ F R 
^»t "Q^T $eit i f "^«Ff %feP?; ^ |cfV«4<+> 3?FfiRiJci «IR 
^ 2 . 5 fa. TIT. i t n "?F3 *RT ';3rFtT 11 K i^ ld l Srfaqf 
"qFft -q' faF^T iH ^TTf^l 
MRUHM 
80 faff % W F f ^JM if ^37f % 3TFFR if 
31.89+5.93 ft fft ^ 42.33+3.21 ft fft ^ ^ l t l l I 
Wl% if ^ T f ^ t "STScft ^  3.915 ft ift f I -qf ^ t 
^r ^TFTFT *nfa?r ^fe ^ ^ t a f^^ rr *PT t i 
««im<*iRsi mRR«iKi«b ^ if "^ ftcT ^ a i t ^ 
^^cft ^T 8.0 ft TfY STFFfacT fa*TT ^ Fn % I ^ + 1 ^ 
% W I "^RfT #F/T if «FT ?Rfa ^ ^F^fcT "?RW ?F$3Tf 
^F\ «F5cft ^ 8.0 ft "Rt SffaT "q^ f I ^ T ^t cRfaf =Ft 
^FTT^ fa^T^ ^ T % 1 % ^ 3 l f ^ t ^ ^ f t ^ T 
^FH ^ i t "q^ f i 
•5T8FT ItqU % 3FpTR ^ a t f T^T qR 229 ± 1.47 
in •JTRf^ qi TR ^ t arq^r 5.0 in ^ T -q^ rr f i -qr^ n % 
H8FT 40 fait i f ^5cit ^ c^T-qfcT i f aft I 3FT^ 40 faff 
if ^ f t ^ r 0.15 fain «fti so ^ f far-^r^NR ar^FT^ 
"q /g^^S^Ff t l WW ^R°T 3FFSTFT t l 
i t% -^aff ^ t ^fePif ^ smffrpfcr (WHIH^I 
a% #ffc7-3?r H^IM ^ <l^ m»$Rwi "snfcT % "sik 
a#F47Tn^ T it faini; "qti F^fa aiRiRcw « M % a f a 
% "^aff ^ ^ f w f "snfcT Mt ^at "qf i 
^ ^ «qn ^  % ^ ^ ^ f fa fqc#T5H cT^r 
"SRfl ^ j q i f ^FF^t- 3#eT araftT ^ ¥R?T •^ Fgsff f^ft 
^ t f t ^ +K TTfcT if aftl^cqr^T M t ^ T ' S T T I F ^ ' ^ 
•^IT fa PMQTIH^H "^F/T lft«T ?F3 "^^FT i^RrlM. "3f^ cT 
^ tl 
# T3?T T^P 3?R 3TI? % M<JMM ^ # q % ? , M^4*4 % ^ . i t . tcTO^T, 
W «J>*"lR<r^  afk i t . fd^iNH SRI <faR ^ t ^ ft^l 
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TTT3TT rT£ W ^ T Wm mfrWcfc) >^T 3TTRN> J ^ U M 
^fe 3 ^tarr 3 ^4 1957 if f ^ n «ni %^CT ^t ^ r 
"?twf 3 1964 3 JMIeH ^ t 3T^ t WRT f ^ «ft I 1969 
ft% ^ t ^ T TORff ^ t W I T 42 ^ t TFTT 3fk 3F3 fftSTT 
cTS 3 WT*FT 225 ^ T TORff cRT iMI<rH t^cTT f I 
itSTT 3 1992 3 "STCT $?T ^Fpft * F M 76 F3R 
ZT t fa*FFT 70% F^FT TTWf F^T 4t'l<IH «H I W TT^ T 
3 ^ p f t *ToPFT ^ t WTCFRT TTFJf TIFT: 3nic«W J^ 11 
^ % f e f *reeft " q ^ ^51 cTfT^ FT 96% ^FFJ ^Fmff 
3% i^cTcf % 4^1$ d "fTcFH % r^rcxj; ^ftn f i w ^ 
5^T 3% ^ f t 34HI«Mchf 3 sfk 1% 3^ 4?ft<f>d M<M<HM Wt 
T^ -STTRT ^tcft %l 3ffl: ^FJsft TIoFR STFFUei "^ft ft% 
$ *£5T ^ t -3TT W 11 ^ *ft 3RT <JcMI<H ^»nf % 
^qpTTToPT^T ift dcMKH cTFFT ^tcH t 31TT 4^<=b^l 
^ ^ % 3 ^ T R ^ T m " ^ T 3 3 ^ e P m ^ t d J l l d K ^ r S c i t 
•STRftfl ^ T W K •arecft ^I^NlcrO ^T^FFf elFTcT 3 ^ 
ij^q ^n 3T5gt -q^s ^ r r^fcrjfcf ^ t t "qr wi, m T^FF> 
fcRT "3T^ T %" t%, "53t trcf -qrp 3TR a^ Tf ^ "HtSTT cTS "RT 
^ f a ¥ W f ^ STTfsfe PUMKH -qr TFJT STWT^ T ^ cTFTT I 
^ t IF} T?tf 3 ^ 3 ^ 5 ^ 1 9 9 1 3fR1992if^eTF) 
TFTl f l W ^ "Q^ 3FTTCT ^ t ^F4f*FT ^ H I # ^ T3^ F 
3TR 3TTf "STHT %T^ "$ "SIFcT f ^ T "T^TT I 
fftSTT ^f -Hgs(t "Rc^ T 3?o{cRTiI 1990-92 % ^TTR 
^ f t f^srrf i - q ^ ^ 1980 3 24,500 afk 1989 ^f 
12,0000 Z^T % ^ N t^ T>tmT f^ITf I 1988-92 %#n^T 
Sttacf ^Tf^T a^RTT^ 90,000 cFT 8TTI ^ 1980-84 
suffer % a^cT^i ^ t # T "57it «fti 1989 3 "qf^rc TTZ 
^ ^ R f f ^ f S t ^ f e t l ^ 1980 if ^ m^f Wl 
^ "5nrra •aFfe 4,000 " o ^ ani+Rrid f ^ T «n i ^ 
1992 f^ ^ TrfcT t^T 36,000 "0^7 xFIT -QZ M l 
"SrfcTn^T -5T^cR Tt TrfcTf^ T - q ^ ^ 1980 *f 1.5 cR 
«TT 3tk ^ 1992 3f 2 Z^ "F^Fo "^t "T^t I B ^ "q^ vS 
2.5 Z^T 1989 i f ft^Fl^tTFftl ^ T ^ M "q^5 % 
95% 3 STfacF ctcifM^, "3$fa^T, " ^ t 3Tk Z^T J^T 
^^TFRFT f t^Ft M<q<Mld ^ WRf % ^rftq; -q^ t T^% ^ I 
^ ifa mm %T%u; s t o ft%r CFT^ FT 7.5 
?TFI "?. 3HlP+<rld FCTT TFTT «TT I 
^qoPH cTFTcT % F ^ W %T%3; 1991 s fk 92 % 
f^cFT f ^ TJX^  oqzf oRT aTcFT STF^ JcFT F>F4T " W $tl 
• ^ oTFFJf ^Ft ^ififar 3ftecT TraFrFT ^FT 3% ^TTF% 
3f lW "FFFI eTFFJ T^FF^ T "^t cpff "^ f <^J|f^d F^TT " W I 
31FJ "Q^^^T ^TF% 3 t a JI^MH ^FT 5.-6 W S 
7. ^I+Pdd F>^T F^TT fiRrtf iw\ 3% T^CT J^T ^FT 
! ® T t l ^ ^ ^ »^T "SraieFT ^ q i ^ 3 P I TT*ff 
% "?FTR iTScft SF^ROT %t>ra: "HtSTT ^f ^T?^ -qtcff ^\ 
"3q%T " ^ ^ M f I it3TT i f ^fFTFf *TTT?^ f ^F^% 
37^ T Tpqf i f ^ i «FT ^FT s fa -q^vS % %TF7 ^FT 
^ t ^ t ^ R ^Ffit TFiR^ J^T ^ T T T l F M t l 
"S^R, tJFIlTO 3fR afar fFFT "^ TFRT 31l+<rH ^f 
TITPM f I ^TR o t^ ^ * 18% i f 3|fR TJ^TfRT 3THFFF 
3fR iFiFT % % ^ 10 Tm, "?TTR %t^TT 5 ?^R5 3% 3F*T 
WFFF <iMeb<ufl* %t%qr TFJT W f % STT^ R "qT f I ^ 
FTC?T rTFFT 2.68 cTRf "^ 3^+fcfd F^ FTT TFTTI 3FJ: TFtf 
^n wm y^MH ^FT ^TTF^F "FFTCI CTFFJ 1991 %T%i3; 
7.73 eIRf T 3fk 1992 %falj; 8.71 ^IR§ "?. STF f^eRI 
t^n "^ FiTi 
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flutfm 
TrfcT •q?^ =FT 3 t a ^frftfo " q ^ 1991 if 320 
Z7T 3fk 1992 i f 360 Z^T 3TR sf^cT ^TF% TF*Pfcf sFTCT: 
8.5 *irar sfk 9.9 ms*. aji+fad f ^ T "r*ni 1991 
% #CFT ^Jcf WT y^MH cTPTcT ^ T ^JT^ 3.4 cTKf 
? 3?k ft^ I^TO TJCt WTcT ^ T ^ > 75 Wm * 
^l+RHd f ^ f l "H^ IT I 1992 % ^KPT <JeT rim 3.9 eTTCf 
afa t ^ T ^TT 1.2 W® * . «TT I 
fftSTT i f rTWT 200 ^ f WM W S % *rftH 3^T 
TT5K3 210 ^Rfe ^ . 3fk *Fta TOff ^ $eT ft%?T 
WT^T 150 ^tftS "?. ^l+ftrld fa*JT 7Fn t l 
^ta w?r s^ cRwr $ TTM 210 ^ f te * . if 42 
^ l ^ T feR ^nr sfk ?fr 168 ^ r s fafasr ^ r f^ f f 
% 3 c P T % - * s q i f ^ t l 37cT: ^cT 3M ^T 80% TP?fa 
SIFT if cift f t «irai 11 
^n^KuidiJi "ntarr if ^ta tfqrcr TTCPT %#PJ; "srfa 
fcn^^t^rc^fflti Trfcrf^T3f^m^^Fmi99i 
if 750 ^ .3Jfa 1992 if 1,050 *«IT I T ^ t ^ T ^ T T ^ t 
ftcT 1991 if 1,200 T. sftT 1992 3 1,340 ? «TT I 
•STM^T Trfcf T ^ TraicR 3 W<T W S 1991 if 
6 «3f afa 1992 i f 1.8 "?T 8JT afa <JeT 3qr#T SFTTCT : 
4,240 3fk 4,950 ^ «n I en ld* afrc%T?T%^fa•^TTRff 
^>t cJcffT if ^ f W T •SR f I *rafa fftSTT if ^fTf^T 
^3TT i f ^ f a ^TW y^MH %fe^ facNrc-l^faT 
clefr g{t 3^fq 3fk ?rf^R % f ^ *Hctft- T$ cRT IFTCTC 
^fHPT I^cm T^C % 3TTtfR TR 200 T^^r 200 
M-clMH t^ff ^ sfk 3rfcT % . TJT 3*W 3 ? "q* ^ "Q^T 
^•gfcTf^TM^IHH^1.5^TTi^ f t -gM^Ff t t l 3T?T: 
3 ^ ^ta tfw w § WTT*T 60,000 ZT *r®eit ^ f t 
^TtfiTi ^ w s ^ ^ if ^ t <ft 3T«f$ra<TT 3Jt 
U^cT f^tr fsr=TT ^ T H «x||dH "STC ^ 5 M "5JT 
M<mmd mRwchl tR- ^ t ? Tstmyr u^iirH ^»r •g^r^ 
3lk ftcT T^cT 11 ^T "PTSTf % ^ f t^ 1975 $ 60% 
STcjcTCTJT f37T «ff| #=fH
 1 9 8 4 ^f -q^ c^q ^ R 10% 
^ • T ^ T I ^ f "tfqmf aRfk ?j^ Rf ^ 4^ )«j»^  T 3 ^ f ^ 
^ftm992^96%3T^R^13Tri ^Tl^HR?f^WTRIR 
«re?ft $ TMcit ^ft ^er i q ^ ^ afft TJ^T ^ ^ ^ 3fk 
H<q<IMd HirrW+1 =b^c|H7 eft Tt^ TTR Mt t i M T^TI 
rfF4R + d U * <M % ^ ^RH -2T?f *»ft -^ qT fa*Itff ^ W ^ 
# f f f ^ T ^ ^ n f i f f i ^Mt^rwf,sptaTnrmsrq^ 
%T>R i # M?T ^ anici^ ebdi "^ gcit t i s*#rc;-2| 
i f "fRI^[ «FT ^ % I <*Hfdeb i f ^ l t "^ TRf "^ T #tZ " ^ 
^RRTf Wt TR^RT % ^ k ^RRff ^T Tf^ra ^F[ f^TT t l 
fftsn 3 *ft i ^ f t TR^FJ ft»qi «n^ -& ffk "qr STT^TRCT 
22 
# R 3 *?gjfr # r M qFJt "areicft ^ WI3T % 3T«WT 
% ^ TOWT tTFTR TslTSt SIR «beKd)/$ ^ s f t ffalef 
>^T *[Rfr "TO ?f t ^R 1992 3 "^ efFT TJ ^ tR^TT 3 
TJ=F T^ft i f 31 "Jjoft ^ f e fa§T^ ^ f ^ ^ f t ^ *ft 
% ^inaf ^>T TRT -m T$X im fSIT «JT I I^% STCPIT " ^ 
TOft % ^ R 1992 3f dH^M ^3T % 18.65 ipft ^ fe 
TIM ^ T 4U|fchK UTO f^TT 8ITI 
W £ K T w*rar ^ t •gfe % i % ^ 1993 3 *ft ^ 
TRTOT "«r?>er "f^t 
^f % ^T . %. ^«J1ddl , ^ . %". eft. "=TraR:, 3 t TJ. 3>fa=h)*ll, 
^. sHRjsfrn sftr ^R. V$. <M*IIMM; # T^ T ^ F STR snf ^T 
Vl^^n^^R^-f^rfcTf^MUH^fH MM* 
7ftT#T^T, ^ ( t "sfr^ T 3?rfSf SJJNfcld ^Pp(t 
*nTM 3?R ^R% ^ l ^ f % T^rfcT-TWR 3 3TR 
ST^JcPJcf <icWI$ ^3T *TRTT 11 <iM =^ki "#jff ^Ft ^ t f^ 
d f a d H I 3 % W f f 8 T 3 ^ ^ % * M % f ^ " ? i ° p T 
%^T % ^ ^ R T J^T -g^T ^ M T f I M^M^A, 
•^ 20 ? ?R5" i j r ^ ftcIT 11 SIR »TRW "^ fpfa " ^ ^ 
* l?. it. faWT 3?R ^ . 3TR. iWfiri'W, # i^ T T ^ 3TR 3?lf 
fllftb-d 3fkfWT 1834 ) J^T ^c(d4U|* 
i(i«t)1f<H ^ 30-3-93 ^ t 100 ^ ^ ^ T l f $ ^R%v>jRHM+^l «ffl$«+1 ^)d d^ l^ 4 *ft 3?R »TR 520 
,
' ^ f ^ ^ K r M ^ 7 ^ ^ f F R W e i t T ^ T T R T W R % ^ l T r ftj.m. aiTI 
frbi-ll /d/^ -y? ( 1 ^ , fafitKl" 3^fFT8T, 1834) ^Ft W f 
23 
Zl5TO^tRJSI^rai%l+WdM<dHM*f 15 artfef, 1993 
^ t 40 TftTOI$*fiMlRi<im*l^ ^ 3 . 8 ^ ^ 1 a f a 650 
^Ti+T<H % x^TC 3TCJ^ TJT % ^ 3 29-3-93 ^ 
sFW: 3020 sfa 3050 ft R^T $51 ?farf 3fa 5670 afa 
5700 ft ift ^fterf %^r "RRr t f t^ i } a^ rcrfcr ^  $\ 
j ^ \ ^ T M : 550 * afo 600 •? m "^ tam t^T TFTII 
W ^ W 5 %fati " ^ l " ^Ff ^ vjiH c^ii^  
•^ra> f^ rffcR? -qtcif ^ i ^mft far?; «t i w 3 ^ f f i f^arc 
T^T>RF5T 3 28-4-1993 ^ 225 "& "RT ^eT cfalf 
3% 160 t%. TIT *TTC % -qcfr i l dPM difcwlm pRZQ 
^T 3 * 3 ^ ^sn | -qf 1TRI i l c ^ i «ft I ^«$ 13 
3?N: 3T t^ " ^ % TT^ «fFT -6f 25-27 ^fct $ I W& T&S 
^ T ^Z ft?T *TM Hl^cicrll % jrf I ^ 500 ?. •qT 
Tnqu 3T^-3g5n^(' % i ^ ^ w a ^ ^ ^ 3^^-RFT 
^ ^ % ^ nr^ ^ ^ " ^ 300 ^  "qr ^ RFT i^im fan i 
^RI+IPH IRF ifaR 5^t i f ftqt^ i 
^T TSIRft ^ 1 ' KHJWJW ^ ' «ITI 
SIR. <i*um1 sfk z t .^ . ^M^MPUHH, tft "Q?R T^ FJ SIR a?ns 
^1 P^d*lP<H 3FR4*TH %^ iPd+ir^ IRT ^  i f fWt£ 
•sfa f^rr TRT i Z*JIT 3frc •*rcr % 41Poici ^R I % "^ q 
# . 1FT?*R JR. i t . 3*R WIT, l i t T^ TrtU 31R 3H| ^T =blP=MI^ I 
3T-RWFT % ^ URT I^ TR ^fft i f f ^ M 
efecflfVi ^  34cidRd %f^r t qrer *n$<lR<iy ( CIM^M ) 
24 
dftkHHi^  % "jfetnr $fr if 3*w T^FTT f ^ F ftdftmtfmr 
3TT® ^Tcff ftifpr ftsfrtfftnr y^fwjt^r tft. 
I ^ r ^ s t H^ n+>+ 3 %q 3TT^ *js i tq $ ^rrcrr sfrc 
^ cw wn "3fT?n t i TRcr 3 «faf, TTSRT aftr 
P d ^ H - d ^ 3 * H ^3T "5TRTT11 W^f t oflcUJfem ^ q 
i f t ^FT % ^ R W w?m % i^% STJRSPJI aft* -SPS^R 
=Fft srq^ r w& w s srftrer ^ t "sjrat t i ^N+d 
TTWT &r 3 w^t TOS r^a -q*ft t i 
W R *f 8-7-1988 ^ t 77 "Rt $5T eRT^  f^ft T3=P 
7TRT P ^ * FfcT WeT % "STf^qr T R ^ TJ^ sft I 
11-8-90 ^ t MPcrlH^ 3 16-11-90 ^Jt TI^ TCR % 
faFE ^ ^ T f 3 sFRT: 132^ •'ft, 126 3 *ft <pT ?RTf 
RWHsN<dHH Tt 10 t% f^t ^ *fa+>*l $ 15 
^ • T ^ ^ y ^ l P d d ' q i I ^ : f c W % ^ ^ f ^ T 3 H H N + 
3RT 19-4-93 ^t #T "Sik fFFR ildftnT ^T W5T 
^FTT I 
^ ^ ' ^ T F ^ - i F t I ^ I f^*TR "^ T y-^ IMH ^ U ' W I 
"SK TTScft % TTcFH %f^ itm 11 
^ft TKT f%?!f ^ t -q^^ f f sfrr 25-10-1992 ^ t 
il^cRH % 1 w STF f^tsfa 3 132 $ f^t % T3^ *R 
f?T^ =F W M f l 
%M cT2 3 eblPd+d $ frcT ^Z % ^JR^ 66.9 
$ f^t cRTf 3fR 4.52 fa. TIT *TR % %?!R ^ f % ^R 
3 ftqt2 3ft Tpft t I I M i t 3 dfteHIg % HRTI*^ 
cftfrg' ^ 120 3 ift % %% ^7. iblfH'i)$4H % «RT *lft 
^ftfrte iftft^^ft^Fftti 
Tft. H«We|K, I?. Tft. #P<FT, U?ET. $w|fl|<r^, # . "Rt^^Rf, # . 
SIR 3H| ^1 i f m ^ T %^S, HU^H %R - 623520 
dPH<rHI3 I 
$ #T ^ TTT^T "STTfcT ^ft «ft 3tU ^ T ? M 2.44 
7ft, 2.39 7ft 3fc 2.16 *ft 3|R T^R 250 %.T4T, 200 t%.TIT 
3tk 150 ft».HT «I I 
3ra^%WT^TR;|T];$ I ^3%'^ t -q^^ 
%f^ rq; "^ RT % ^q 7>' ^ T P F T TTRT ^r "OT^FF ^Rcrr 
11 ^ R "^T " q ^ ^ ^T "3^1 T^FT " ^ i f t % ^RO? 
J1 I^dPqiHf =fft 7 J ^ f^ % ^ f^ TT TRTTI 
^T. ?^?T TR aft? TTJT. ^^Vl^< 
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PRICE UST FOR 
SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS AND BULLETINS PUBLISHED BY CMFRI 
I. SPECIAL PUBLICATIONS 
Spl. Pub. 
No. 
1 
Title 
2 
Year 
3 
Price 
Indian US 
Rs. $ 
4 5 
No. 1 Pearl culture training : Long-term and short-term course, 
39 pp. 
No. 2* Mariculture research and developmental activities, 
26 pp. (xerox copy) 
No. 3 Summer Institute in breeding and rearing of marine 
prawns, 129 pp. 
No. 4 Economics of the indigenous fishing units at Cochin : 
A case study, 24 pp. 
No. 5 Seminar on the role of small-scale fisheries and 
coastal aquaculture in integrated rural development, 
Madras, 6-9 December 1978. Abstracts, 44 pp. 
No. 6 Proceedings of the first workshop on technology transfer 
in coastal aquaculture held at Cochin, 23-24 July, and 
Madapam, 27-28 July 1979, 96 pp. 
No. 7* Manual of research methods for crustacean biochemistry 
and physiology, 70 pp. (xerox copy) 
No. 8* Manual of research methods for fish and shellfish nutrition, 
131 pp. (xerox copy) 
No. 9 Manual of research methods for marine invertebrate 
reproducton, 214 pp. 
No. 10 Analysis of marine fish landings in India : A new approach, 
No. 11* Approaches to finfish and shellfish pathology investigations, 
54 pp. (xerox copy) 
No. 12* A code list of common marine living resources of the Indian 
seas, 80 pp. (xerox copy) 
No. 13* Application of genetics in aquaculture, 50 pp. (xerox copy) 
No. 14* Manual of research methods for invertebrate endocrinology, 
(xerox copy) 
No. 15* Production and use of Artemia in aquaculture, 42 pp. 
(xerox copy) 
1977 
1978 
1978 
1978 
1978 
5.00 
26.00 
20.00 
5.00 
10.00 
2.00 
10.00 
5.00 
2.00 
5.00 
1979 
1983 
1983 
1983 
1984 
15.00 
80.00 
50.00 
63.00 
42.00 
5.00 
1981 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1983 
70.00 
131.00 
40.00 
10.00 
54.00 
25.00 
45.00 
15.00 
5.00 
20.00 
25.00 
15.00 
20.00 
15.00 
26 
1 
No. 16* 
No. 17* 
No. 18 
No. 19* 
No. 20* 
No. 21* 
No. 22* 
No.23* 
No. 24 
No. 25 
No. 26 
No. 27 
No. 28 
No. 29 
No. 30 
No. 31 
No. 32 
No. 33 
No. 34 
No. 35 
No. 36 
Manual on marine toxins in bivalve molluscs and general 
consideration of shellfish sanitation, 53 pp. (xerox copy) 
Handbook of diagnosis and control of bacterial diseases 
in flnfish and shellfish culture, 32 pp. [xerox copy) 
Proceedings of the workshop on sea turtle conservation, 
109 pp. 
Mariculture research under the Centre of Advanced 
Studies In Mariculture, 58 pp. {xerox copy) 
Manual on pearl culture techniques, 30 pp. (xerox copy) 
A guide to prawn farming in Kerala, 52 pp. (xerox copy) 
Water quality management in aquaculture, 53 pp. 
(xerox copy) 
Hatchery production of penaeid prawn seed : Penaeus 
indicus, 35 pp. (xerox copy) 
The present status of ribbon fish fishery in India, 49 pp. 
A practical manual for studies of environmental physiology 
and biochemistry of culturable marine organisms, 45 pp. 
Theorems in environmental adaptation, 50 pp. 
Bibliography of the publications by the staff of CMFRI 
1948-'85. 168 pp. 
The present status of our knowledge on the lesser sardines 
of Indian waters, 43 pp. 
Exploitation of marine fishery resources and its 
contribution to Indian economy, 32 pp. 
Seminar on potential marine fishery resources, April 23, 
1986, 32 pp. 
An appraisal of the marine fisheries of West Bengal, 32 pp. 
An appraisal of the marine fisheries of Orissa, 36 pp. 
An appraisal of the marine fisheries of Andhra Pradesh, 
52 pp. 
An appraisal of the marine fisheries of Tamil Nadu and 
Pondicherry, 63 pp. 
An appraisal of the marine fisheries of Kerala, 42 pp. 
An appraisal of the marine fisheries of Karnataka & Goa 
104 pp. 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1984 
1985 
1985 
53.00 
32.00 
25.00 
58.00 
30.00 
52.00 
53.00 
20.00 
10.00 
10.00 
20.00 
10.00 
15.00 
15.00 
1985 
1987 
1987 
1987 
35.00 
15.00 
10.00 
25.00 
10.00 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1986 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
15.00 
10.00 
15.00 
40.00 
10.00 
10.00 
30.00 
10.00 
10.00 
15.00 
5.00 
5.00 
5.00 
15.00 
5.00 
5.00 
10.00 
5.00 
5.00 
5.00 
5.00 
5.00 
10.00 
No. 37 An appraisal of the marine fisheries of Maharashtra, 46 pp. 1987 15.00 5.00 
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No. 38 
No. 39 
No. 40* 
No. 41 
No. 42 
No. 43 
No. 44 
No. 45 
No. 46 
No. 47 
No. 48 
No. 49 
No., 50 
No. 51 
No. 52 
No. 53 
No. 54 
No. 55 
No. 56 
No. 57 
No. 58 
No. 59 
An appraisal of the marine fisheries of Gujarat, 51 pp. 
An appraisal of the marine fisheries of Lakshadweep and 
Andaman & Nicobar Islands, 18 pp. 
National symposium on research and development in 
marine fisheries. Mandapam Camp, 16-18 September 
1987. (Abstracts), 113 pp. [xerox copy) 
A manual for hormone isolation and assay, 46 pp. 
Manual of techniques for estimatng bacterial growth rates, 
productivity and numbers in aquaculture ponds, 28 pp. 
Nutritional quality of live food organisms and their 
enrichment, 28 pp. 
An evaluation of fishermen economy in Maharashtra and 
Gujarat — A case study, 80 pp. 
Motorization of country crafts in Kerala — An impact study, 
74 pp. 
Atlas of clam resources of Karnataka, 56 pp. 
Annotated bibliography of commercially important prawns 
and prawn fisheries of India, 326 pp. 
The Indian oil sardine — Sardinella longiceps Valenciennes 
— An annotated bibliography, 80 pp. 
Hatchery production of pearl oyster spa t : Pinctadafucata, 
36 pp. 
Annotated bibliography of the silverbellies 
(Pisces : Family Leiognathidae), 220 pp. 
Bibliography (Part - 2). The publications by the staff of 
CMFRI 1986-1990, 112 pp. 
The Indian Mackerel Rastrelliger kanagurta (Cuvier) — An 
annotated bibliography, 126 pp. 
Mariculture research under the postgraduate programme in 
Mariculture part - 2, 176 pp. 
1987 
1987 
1987 
15.00 
5.00 
113.00 
5.00 
2.00 
40.00 
— do — 
— do — 
— do — 
part - 3, 155 pp. 
part - 4, 134 pp. 
part - 5, 154 pp. 
Hatchery techniques and culture of sea-cucumber 
Holothuria scabra, 40 pp. 
An annotated bibliography on sea-cucumbers, 92 pp. 
Hand-book on Indian sea-cucumbers, 48 pp. 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1989 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1992 
1992 
1993 
1993 
1993 
1993 
1994 
1994 
1994 
10.00 
5.00 
5.00 
20.00 
20.00 
15.00 
90.00 
25.00 
10.00 
70.00 
40.00 
45.00 
40.00 
35.00 
30.00 
35.00 
40.00 
30.00 
40.00 
5.00 
2.00 
2.00 
5.00 
5.00 
5.00 
30.00 
10.00 
5.00 
25.00 
15.00 
15.00 
15.00 
10.00 
10.00 
10.00 
15.00 
10.00 
15.00 
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H. CMFRI BULLETIN 
Bull. No. 
1 2 
Title 
Year 
3 
Price 
Indian 
Rs. 
4 
US 
$ 
5 
No. 1* 
No. 2* 
No. 3* 
No. 4* 
No. 5* 
No. 6* 
No. 7* 
No. 8* 
No. 9* 
No. 10* 
No. 11* 
No. 12* 
No. 13* 
No. 14* 
No. 15* 
No. 16* 
No. 17* 
No. 18* 
No. 19* 
Bibliography of marine fisheries and oceanography of the 
Indian Ocean, 1962-1967, 218 pp. [xerox copy) 
Catalogue of serials and expedition reports in the library of 
the CMFRI, 55 pp. (xerox copy) 
An annotated bibliography on the breeding habits and 
development of fishes of the Indian region, 158 pp. 
(xerox copy) 
Bibliography of the Indian Ocean 1900-1930 — A supple-
ment to the 'Partial Bibliography, 121 pp. (xerox copy) 
Bibliography of the Indian Ocean, 1968 (with a supplement 
for 1962-1967), 152 pp. (xerox copy) 
Distribution pattern of the major exploited marine fishery 
resources of India, 84 pp. (xerox copy) 
Catalogue of sponges, corals, polychaetes, crabs and 
echinoderms in the reference collection of the CMFRI, 66 pp. 
(xerox copy) 
Catalogue of fishes from the Laccadive Archipelago in the 
reference collection of the CMFRI, 35 pp. (xerox copy) 
Catalogue of molluscs, prawns, stomatopods and marine 
algae in the reference collection of the CMFRI, 52 pp. 
(xerox copy) 
Catalogue of fishes (excluding from the Laccadives) In the 
reference collection of the CMFRI, 38 pp. (xerox copy) 
Bibliography of the Indian Ocean 1931-1961 —A supple-
ment to the 'Partial Bibliography', 171 pp. (xerox copy) 
Exploratory fishing by R. V. Varuna, 125 pp. (xerox copy) 
Marine fish production in India, 1950-1968, 150 pp. 
(xerox copy) 
Prawn fisheries of India, 360 pp. (xerox copy) 
Bibliography of the echinoderms of the Indian Ocean, 45 pp. 
(xerox copy) 
The Indian oil sardine, 142 pp. (xerox copy) 
Mackerel and oil sardine tagging programme (1966-'67 
to 1968-69), 41 pp. (xerox copy) 
The polynemid fishes of India, 79 pp. (xerox copy) 
Bibliography of contributions from CMFRI, 75 pp. 
(xerox copy) 
1968 
1968 
218.00 
1968 158.00 
1969 
1969 
35.00 
52.00 
75.00 
55.00 20.00 
55.00 
1968 121.00 40.00 
1968 152.00 50.00 
1969 84.00 30.00 
1969 66.00 20.00 
10.00 
15.00 
1969 38.00 15.00 
1969 171.00 55.00 
1969 
1969 
1969 
1969 
1969 
1970 
1970 
1970 
125.00 
150.00 
360.00 
45.00 
142.00 
41.00 
79.00 
75.00 
40.00 
50.00 
120.00 
15.00 
45.00 
15.00 
25.00 
25.00 
29 
1 
No. 20* The economic seaweeds of India, 82 pp. (xerox copy) 
No. 21* The Bombay duck, Harpodon nehereus (Ham), 75 pp. 
(xerox copy) 
No. 22* Primary productivity in the Indian seas, 63 pp. 
(xerox copy) 
No. 23* The tunas and tuna-like fishes of India, 110 pp. 
(xerox copy) 
No. 24* The Indian mackerel, 112 pp. (xerox copy) 
No. 25* The commercial molluscs of India, 173 pp. (xerox copy) 
No. 26* The dugong, Dugong dugon, 49 pp. (xerox copy) 
No. 27* Exploited marine fishery resources of India : A synoptic 
survey with comments on potential resources, 36 pp. 
(xerox copy) 
No. 28 Coastal aquaculture : Marine prawn culture; Part I : Larval 
development of Indian penaeid prawns, 90 pp. 
No. 29 Coastal aquaculture : Museel farming — Progress and 
prospects, 56 pp. 
No. 30A Proceedings of the seminar on the role of small-scale fisheries 
and coastal aquaculture in integrated rural development, 
6-7 December 1978, Madras, 203 pp. 
No. 30B Present status of small-scale fisheries in India and a few 
neighbouring countries, 89 pp. 
No. 31 Coastal zone management: Mud banks of Kerala Coast, 
74 pp. 
No. 32 Resources of tunas and related species and their fisheries 
in the Indian Ocean, 174 pp. 
No. 33 Fishery resources of the Exclusive Economic Zone of the 
northwest coast of India, 86 pp. 
No. 34 Mariculture potential of Andaman and Nicobar islands : 
An indicative survey, 108 pp. 
No. 35 Sea turtle research and conservation, 82 pp. 
No. 36 Tuna fishery of the Exclusive Economic Zone of India, 
216 pp, 
No. 37 Cephalopod bionomics, fisheries and resources of the 
Exclusive Economic Zone of India. 195 pp. 
No. 38 Oyster culture, status and prospects, 78 pp. 
No. 39 Pearl culture, 136 pp. 
No. 40 Marine catfish resources of India : Exploitation and 
prospects, 94 pp. 
No. 41 Seaweed research and utilization in India, 116 pp. 
No. 42 National seminar on shellfish resources and farming, 
Part I Tuticorin, 19-21, January, 1987. Session-I, 238 pp. 
1970 
1970 
1970 
1970 
1970 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1981 
1984 
1982 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
82.00 
75.00 
63.00 
110.00 
112.00 
173.00 
49.00 
36.00 
15.00 
10.00 
35.00 
15.00 
15.00 
35.00 
15.00 
25.00 
20.00 
50.00 
25.00 
25.00 
20.00 
35.00 
35.00 
60.00 
15.00 
10.00 
5.00 
5.00 
10.00 
5.00 
5.00 
10.00 
5.00 
10.00 
5.00 
15.00 
1986 50.00 15.00 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1987 
1988 
20.00 
35.00 
25.00 
30.00 
60.00 
5.00 
10.00 
10.00 
10.00 
20.00 
30 
No. 42 National seminar on shellfish resources and farming, 1988 60.00 20.00 
Part II Tuticorin, 19-21, January, 1987. Session-II-VI, 212 pp. 
No. 43 Marine living resources of the Union Territory of 1989 70.00 25.00 
Lakshadweep — An indicative survey with suggestions for 
development, 256 pp. 
No. 44 Proceedings National symposium on research and develop- 1989 80.00 25.00 
Part I ment marine fisheries, Mandapam Camp, 16-18 September, 
1987 : Papers presented, Sessions I & II, 296 pp. 
No. 44 Proceedings National symposium on research and develop- 1990 50.00 15.00 
Part II ment marine fisheries, Mandapam Camp, 16-18 September, 
1987 : Papers presented, Sessions III & IV, 183 pp. 
No. 44 Proceedings National symposium on research and develop- 1991 60.00 20.00 
Part III ment marine fisheries, Mandapam Camp, 16-18 September, 
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